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THE THEORY OF ¢pokat£stasij
IN THE LIFE OF MOSES BY GREGORY OF NYSSA

The term "apocatastasis" (¢pokat£stasij) which now expresses the 
Origenistic teaching of universal salvation, used to imply return to the 
original condition and restoration. In this meaning, it was initially used in 
various fields of natural sciences. In medicine, for example, it meant the 
recovery of sick people and in astronomy – the rotation of planets and the 
cyclic tides. This astronomic interpretation of the term then moved to the 
teaching of Stoics, denoting the condition, where planets revert to their 
original position and ™kpÚrwsij takes place, which is followed by the 
restoration of the old world – apocatastasis.

Neo-Platonists perceived apocatastasis as the restoration of an 
individual soul.1 This term is encountered very seldom in the Holy 
Scripture. In particular, it can be found twice in the Old Testament: in the 
first case, it denotes the return of the Jewish people to the Promised Land 
(Jeremiah: 16, 15; 50, 19) and in the other, the restoration of long-suffering 
Job to the original condition (Job: 8, 6; 33, 25).2

In the New Testament, this term acquired a new connotation. According 
to the Gospel of St. Matthew it implies the coming of Elijah, who will 
restore everything (“Elijah comes and will restore all things” – Matthew:
17, 11-12). Acts of the Apostles are of particular importance: “so that there 
may come times of refreshing from the presence of the Lord, and that he 

                                                
1 Ludlow M., Universal Salvation: Eschatology in the Thought of Gregory of Nyssa and 

Karl Rahner, Oxford 2000, 30-31. Since Neo-Platonists regard salvation as complete 
liberation from matter, not reincarnation, and apocatastasis implies cyclic reincarna-
tion in future times, it has almost no soteriological connotations with Neo-Platonists.

2 For the history of the term “¢pokatast£sij“ see Ludlow M., Op. cit., 38-44. 
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may send Christ Jesus, who was ordained for you before, whom heaven 
must receive until the times of restoration of all things (¥cri crÒnwn 
¢pokatast£sewj p£ntwn), which God spoke long ago by the mouth of his 
holy prophets.“3 It is quite clear that in this case, apocatastasis acquires an 
eschatological meaning, implying the end of the world in accordance with 
the divine plan.

According to the dictionary by Friedhelm Mann, the term 
¢pokatast£sij and the verb of the same root ¢pokaq…sthmi can be en-
countered in 40 episodes in the works by Gregory of Nyssa4 and are used 
in almost all meanings in the works of the Cappadocian father. The 
theological perception of apocatastasis by Gregory of Nyssa is the most 
disputable issue in his theology. Gregory himself defined the most 
important aspect of the concept in the following manner: Resurrection is 
nothing other than restoration in the original (arca‹on) condition 
(¢pokatast£sij).5 Thus, apocatastasis is peoples' restoration to their 
perfect original condition, which, according to the divine plan, has become 
possible through the mystery of resurrection. At the same time, the 
apocatastasis theory of Gregory of Nyssa has a universal context and it is 
this second aspect that gives rise to a dilemma in his theology: how can 
the idea of universal salvation be combined with individuals' ability of 
making a free choice and its role on the path of individuals' spiritual 
activities and their communion with God?

The idea of universality becomes most obvious in several works, in 
particular in the dialogue De anima et resurrectione, in which Macrina 
explains Psalm 118 and then the Epistle to the Philippians 2, 10.6 Another 
work is The Life of Moses, which is precisely about the idea of universal 
salvation (¢pokatast£sij). In particular, the Cappadocian father explains 
the Egyptian Plagues.7 According to Gregory of Nyssa, the solar eclipse is 
an image of Hell (gešnna) separated from the bosom of Abraham. The 
context makes it clear that the term gešnna comprises the meaning of 
intermediate eschatology, as it is the Purgatory.

                                                
3 Acts 3, 20-21: Ópwj ¥n Ÿlqwsin kairoˆ ¢nayÚxewj ¢pÕ prosèpou toà kur…ou kaˆ ¢po-

ste…lh tÕn prokeceirismšnon Øm‹n cristÕn Ihsoàn (21). Ón de‹ oÙranÕn me;n dšxasqai 
¨cri crÒnwn ¢po katast£sewj p£ntwn ïn ™l£lhsen Ð qeÕj di¦ stÒmayoj tîn ¡g…wn 
¢p a„nîj aÙtoà profhtîn.

4 Mann F., Lexikon Gregorianum I, Leiden 1999, 473-475.
5 Eccl., GNO V, 296,16-18; De hom. op. PG 44, 188C.
6 An et res., PG 46, 96C. 
7 VM 57, 8-15; as well as: VM 58, pp. 7-13.
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Having looked into Gregory's eschatological teaching, Italian scientist 
Salvatore Taranto concluded that in the 2nd century, the term “gešnna” had 
the same meaning of intermediate purgatory as in Gregory of Nyssa's The 
Life of Moses and De hominis opificio. The scientist says that terms ¯dhj and 
c£sma differ from it, as the former denotes eternal Hell in Gregory's work. 
According to Gregory's allegorical explanation, in this episode, ashes (¹ 
kaminia…a kÒnij) are an image of the fire in Hell (di¦ toà purÕj kat¦ t¾n 
gešnnan).8 In another episode, Gregory calls it purifying fire (kaq£rsioj 
pàr), which will melt and destroy evil.9

We can speak about two kinds of purgation with Gregory. One is 
ascetic life and moral perfection, when people purify themselves in their 
life in this world by means of their own choice and second is punishment 
after death, which, according to Gregory, continues for a certain period.10

Explaining the punishments allegorically, he, on the one hand, makes clear 
his idea that all kinds of passions and evil originate only from the free will 
of people, but on the other hand, he speaks about the possible (t£ca tij) 
ultimate salvation of the souls that find themselves in the darkness and 
fire of Hell. 

There is a problem linked to this episode in Greek manuscripts. Most 
manuscripts are about apocatastasis – renewed restoration, which is to be 
expected after the purgatory punishments are administered. However, in 
the 8th century, Germanus of Constantinople regarded it as a false 
Origenistic insertion into Gregory's text. Based on this, the text is changed 
in some later manuscripts and it tells about movement from sin to virtue 
through belief in the Crucified and prospects for those, who previously 
lived like the Egyptians. In this regard, it would be interesting to 
simultaneously consider the critically established Greek text, an Old 
Georgian translation of the early 11th century, and a later Greek text with 
changes represented in a critical apparatus:

GNO VII/I VM 57, 8-58,13:
e„ de meta t¹n tri»meron ™n skÒtwkakop£qeian g…netai kaˆ to‹j
A„gut…oij ¹ toà fwtÕj metous…a, t£ca tij ¢pÕ toÚtwn Ðrmèmenoj prÕj
t¾n ¢pokat£stasin t¾n met¦ taàta ™n th basile…v tîn oÙranîn 
prosdokwmšnhn tîn™n thgešnhkatadedikasmšnwn ¢g£goi tÕ nÒhma. 

                                                
8 The Brill Dictionary of Gregory of Nyssa, ed. By L. F. Mateo-Seco, G. Maspero, Brill 

2010, 57.
9 Cf. Holl K., Amphilochius von Ikonium in seinem Verhältnis zu den Kappadoziern, 

Darmstadt 1969, 208.
10 Ludlow M., Op. cit., 97-99.
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kaqèj fhsin ¹ ƒstor…a, prÕj g¦r tÕ ™xèteron tÕ yhlafhtÕn ™ke‹no 
skÒtoj pÒllhn œn te tw·»mati kaˆ twno»mati t¾n suggšneian œcei. LÚetai 
detoÚtwn ˜k£teron toà Mwãsšwj, kaqëj kaˆ ™n twprÕ toÚtou nenÒhtai, 
Øper tîn™n twskÒtwt©j ce‹raj ™kte…nantoj. æsaÚtwj kaˆ¹ kaminia…a 
kÒnij ™ke…nh,¹ t¦j Ñdunhr¦j flukt…daj to‹j A„gupt…oij ™p£gousa 
kat¦lÒgon ¥n nohqe…h di¦toàkat¦ tÕ Ônoma toàtÁjkam…nou a„n…gmatoj, 
¹ di¦toàpurÕjkat¦t¾n gšennan ¢peilhqe‹sa kÒlasij,½mÒnwn §ptetai 
tîn A„guptiazÒntwnkat¦ tÕnb…on. e„ dš tij ¢lhqîj Isral…thj ™stˆ kaˆ 
toà Abra¦m uƒÕjkaˆ prÕj™ke‹non twb…wblšpeiæjde‹xai thproairš-
seit¾n prÕjtoÝj™klektoÝj ¢gciste…antoà gšnouj,oátoj¢paq¾j fu-
l£ssetai tÁjkaminia…a ™ke…nhj ÑdÚnhjgšnoito d ¥n kake…noij po-
te¹¢podoqe‹sa tÁj™kt£sewj tînMwãsšwjceirîn˜rmhne…a, qera-
pe…atÁjÑdÚnhjkaˆ ¢pallag¾ tînkol£sewn.

Georg. (P3, 363v):
As Moses stretched out (v) his hand, the Egyptians saw light. Those alike, 
who entreated the true lawmaker, as we said above, were given the light 
and rescued from the darkness of sins and put under the light by Him. 
And the ashes of the furnace, which brought a blister upon Egyptians, are 
an image of the torments by the fire of Gehenna, which hits only those, 
who live like the Egyptians. And if a genuine Israelite and a son of 
Abraham is similar to him, showing that he is a true son of outstanding 
parents, he will be immune to the torments of the furnace. And those, 
who deserved the furnace with their deeds, may deserve healing and 
deliverance from the punishment by the stretching of the hand of Jesus, 
who is the genuine lawmaker.

GNO VII/I 57
10 GNO VII/I 57
10-14 post Ðrmèmenoj loco prÕj ... skÒtoj sequitur prÕj t¾n ¢pÕ kak…aj
prÕj ¢ret¾n di¾ ™pignèsewj toà staurwqšntoj kaˆ metano…aj met£stasin
tîn prˆn kat¦ tÕn b…on A„guptiazÒntwn ¢g£goi tÕ nÒhma. tÕ g¦r
yhlafhtÕn ™ke‹no skÒtoj, kaqèj fhsin ¹ ƒstor…a, prÕj tÕ tÁj ¢gno…aj
kaˆ ¡mart…aj skÒtoj. 
       Jean Daniélou clarified the problem of authenticity of the idea of 
apocatastasis. He concluded that the change was added later to observe 
the holiness of the theological teaching of Gregory of Nyssa, because some 
doctrines of Origen were condemned in 543 and 553.11

                                                
11 Jean Daniélou, Apocatastasis, translated into Georgian by Magda Mchedlidze. In: 

Attitude to Death in European Culture, Tbilisi 2008, 163-184.
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I would also like to touch on the Georgian translation of this episode 
here. Taking into account the fact that the translation was done in the 11th

century by well-known figure Ephthymius of Athos, it is no surprise that 
he made changes in the original text. The Georgian translator abridged the 
original, eliminating the idea of apocatastasis and inserting instead a 
phrase, which indicates once again that genuine salvation is a result of 
genuine repentance (the first part of the translation in bold: those alike, 
who ... under the light by Him). However, the translator's last phrase is 
absolutely unexpected. On the one hand he replaced "the stretching of the 
hand of Moses" with the stretching of the hand of the genuine lawmaker –
Jesus, which serves as an additional explanation and clarification of the 
soteriology of Gregory of Nyssa. On the other hand he translated the final 
phrase with a minor change, effectively agreeing to the salvation of those, 
who are in Hell or the idea of universal soteriology on salvation through 
the crucifixion of the genuine lawmaker (the second phrase in bold in the 
translation: (And those, who deserved … the genuine lawmaker).

It is noteworthy that according to the critical edition by Werner Jaeger, 
a change was made in the first part of the episode and the last phrase 
remained unchanged. Presumably, the Georgian translator worked on the 
corrected version of the text by Gregory of Nyssa, which means that he 
translated the last sentence in accordance with the original text without 
changing it. However, the minor change made by Ephthymius in the 
translation points to a nuance: the translator seems to be speaking not 
about the dead, but about people living in this world, who are still able to 
avert punishment with God's mercy.

As regards the theory of apocatastasis and the theological issues that 
arise in connection with this teaching, the problem is that considering this 
idea in The Life of Moses or in other works, Gregory of Nyssa himself does 
not speak about its basis or connection with other theological problems. 
Gregory's teaching of universal salvation – ¢pokatast£sij- originates 
from Origen. A. Mosshammer, who studied works by Gregory of Nyssa, 
considers his ideas diachronically, showing the evolution of his reasoning. 
In particular, Gregory is close to Origen at the initial stage, becoming 
mostly autonomous and original later.12

Differences between Gregory's and Origen's ¢pokatast£sijteachings 
can be viewed from various angles. The difference lies first and foremost 
in Gregory's idea of transcendence and infinity of the divine nature. Man's 

                                                
12 Mosshammer A. A., Historical Time and the Apokatastasis according to Gregory of 

Nyssa, St. Patr 27, 1991, 70-93.
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endless spiritual advancement towards the Almighty continues even after 
resurrection, i. e. the termination of the spatial and temporal diastemity, as 
the divine nature is always transcendent. It is possible for man to easily 
revert to God even after death through purification and perception of 
divine virtue. Therefore, the idea of universal salvation does not suppress 
human freedom.13 The idea of the infinity of divine nature rules out the 
adiastemic confluence of creatures with the genuine essence and Origen's 
theory of reach the Almighty, saturation (kÒroj), and cyclic perfection. 
The Alexandrian theologian's teaching of the reversion of spiritual 
creatures to the initial holy intellectual state is absolutely incompatible 
with Gregory's theological system, as Gregory's anthropological teaching 
in general and his teaching of man's resurrection implies the preservation 
of the identity of body contrary to Origen's spirituality. According to 
Daniélou's observation, the Cappadocian theologian speaks about 
different states of resurrected and earthly body, while Origen regards 
psychical and spiritual bodies as two different bodies.14

Some researchers hold the opinion that the teaching of the unity of 
human nature does not provide grounds for universal salvation in the 
theory of Gregory of Nyssa.15 Numerous researchers studying his works 
confirm that he uses the concept of universal salvation in the theology of 
Genesis, but not in soteriology.16 The role of universal nature should be 
understood as a means for salvation, but not as a reason or foundation for 
salvation. The main foundation for the salvation of the world lies in the 
existential non-existence of evil and its defeat by the unlimited divine 
virtue. Evil is a space limited by boundaries (pšraj 201C, 208A op. hom.) 
and extreme edge, which is enveloped by opposite reality.

Apocatastasis or reverting to the initial blissful state and crossing this 
boundary are an act marked with the all-encompassing divine goodness. 
Providing an allegorical explanation of the punishments for the Egyptians 
in The Life of Moses, Gregory, on the one hand, clearly defines the idea that 
all passions and evil derive only from man's free will and on the other 
hand, speaks about possible ultimate salvation of the souls of those, who 
are in the darkness and fire of Hell. The genuine free will, which differs 

                                                
13 Ludlow M., op. cit., 98.
14 Daniélou J., op. cit., 178-179.
15 Cf. Holl K., op. cit., 207-208. In: Kees R. J. Die Lehre von der Oikonomia Gottes in de 

Oratio Catechetica Gregors von Nyssa, Leiden-New York-Köln 1995, 271-277; Hübner 
R. M., Die Einheit des Leibes Christi bei Gregor von Nyssa, Leiden 1974, 63, 225-226. 

16 Ludlow M., Op. cit., 89-95; Zachhuber, The Brill Dictionary of Gregory of Nyssa, 59.
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from man's ambivalent free will, implies its absolute compatibility with 
divine will if only after death, which can be regarded as a certain 
resolution of this dilemma.

In The Life of Moses, this contradiction (free will/universal salvation) is 
weakened by the vivid image of crucified God in the context of salvation: 
the Egyptians, or the people living in infidelity, are relieved of 
punishment by the stretching of Moses' hand – allegorically, the 
crucifixion of the Messiah. Gregory's theology of cross put forward in De 
Tridui ... spatio makes it clear that the heavenly, earthly and subterranean 
worlds are ultimately presented to the almighty divine essence as a 
harmonious unity, not as a contradictory variety.17

Gregory of Nyssa describes a similar image of the universal return of 
creatures to the divine bosom and their unification in The Life of Moses, in 
which he contemplates ultimate purification of sinful souls and their 
elevation in the boundless goodness of God together with people of free 
will inclined to virtue, which means that the force of salvation of the Cross 
will finally destroy evil. This is Gregory's doctrine of the eschatology 
sumfwn…a of united world (t¾n toà pantÕj prÕj tÕ; ¢gaqÕn sumfwn…an -
An et res.), harmonious recognition of divine greatness and, corres-
pondingly, destruction of evil.

                                                
17 The Brill Dictionary of Gregory of Nyssa, Cross, 191-195 TRID SPAT 739-742. In 

addition: Dolidze T., k…nhsij - Begriff der griechischen Philosophie bei Gregor von 
Nyssa (Die Lehre über die kosmische Bewegung), in: Gregory of Nyssa, Homilies on 
the Batitudes, Proceedings of the 8th International Colloquium on Gregory of Nyssa, ed. 
R. Drobner, A. Viviano, Brill/Leiden/Boston, Köln 2000, 436-437.


